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SUMMARY

Scope:

This routine resident inspection was conducted on site :n the areas of plant
operations, plant maintenance, plant surveillance, evaluation of licensee
self-assessment capability, licensee event report closecut, and followup on
previous inspection findings. During the performance of this inspection, the
resident inspectors conducted several reviews of the licensee's backshift or
weekend operations.
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Rasults:

In the Operations functional area a violation was identified for failure to 'ollow
and/or inadequate procedures resulting in a loss of configuration control of the
Spent Fuel Pit Coolant System. The loss of configuration control resuited in
wetting down of three plant employees during maintenance activities on Unit 2
associated with positioning of the reactor vessel head (paragraph 3.c.(2)).

In the Maintenance functional area a non-cited violation was identified for failure to
maintain Reactor Coolant System foreign material exclusion controls which resulted
in an inflatable pipe plug being found a Unit 2 hot leg (paragraph 4.c).

In the Maintenance functional area an unresolved item was opened in regard to the
determination of the root cause and corrective actions for a configuration control
problem where an instrument isolation valve was found open. This condition
resulted in a leak of contaminated water into the Unit 2 Refueling Water Storage
Tank moat (paragraph 3.c.(1)).

a

Review of licensee performance continued during the second half of the Unit 2
Cycle 5 outage (paragraph 3.h). Conclusions were as follows-

Operations - Operator performance for the Unit 1 forced and Unit 2 planned ,

'

outage activities continued to be good, with the exception of a problem in
Spent Fuel Pit Coolant System configuration control. A lack of attention to
detail was noted with regard to operator errors discussed in paragraphs 3.a
and 5.a. Operator response to the Unit 1 reactor trip, safety injection, and
subsequent restart was very good. A continuing strength was identified

*

with regards to the preparation and control of Reactor Cociant System
reduced inventory operations. The evolutions were accomplished in an
excellent manner.

Radiological Controls - Performance in this area continues to be improved
with regard to similar evolutions performed during the Unit 1 Cycle 5
refueling outage. Performance for the steam generator eddy current / shot
peening work, which was completed during this period showed significant
improvement and resulted in a person-rem expenditure well below projected
dose. However, some poor work practices discussed in paragraphs 3.c.(1)
and 3.d resulted in additional dose and personnel contaminations.

Maintenance / Surveillance - Outage and surveillance activities associated
with the Unit 2 Cycle 5 refueling outage continued to generally be
accomplished in accordance with the schedule. The as left containment
integrated leak rate test appeared to be accomplished in a satisfactory
manner.

- _ - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - __
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Engineering / Technical Support - Overall engineering and technical support for
outage activities continued to be good. However, an event involving Unit 2
Main-Steam check valves (paragraph 4.d) indicated a lack of attention to
detail during past outages by engineering and/or maintenance personnel with
regard to the maintenance activities associated with the check valve packing
glands.

Safety Assessment / Quality Verification - Accountability for outsye activities
at lower management levels continues to be good. However, senior
management attention _was still warranted in order to instill attention to

: detail at lower supervisory levels and among craft personnel.

In the Safety Assessment /Ouality Verification functional area, a continuing
strength was identified with regards to the post trip review process (paragraph
6.c).
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REFORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*J. Bynum, Vice President, Nuclear Operations
*J. Wilson, Site Vice President
*R. Beecken, Plant Manager
*L. Bryant, Maintenance Manager
*M. Cooper, Site Licensing Manager
*M. Cutlip, Site Coordinator, Maintenance Support
*T. Flippo, Site Quality Assurance Mana0er
J. Gates, Technical Support Manager

*C. Kent, Radiological Control Manager
-

*M. Lorek, Operations Superintendent
*P. Lydon, Operations Manager
*M. Meade, Licensing Engineer
*P. Mincy, Unit Operator
'R. Newby, Site Representative, Concerns Resolution
*J. Proffitt, Licensing Engineer

R. Rausch, Modifications Manager
J. Smith, Regulatory Licensing Manager

*R. Thompson, Compliance Licensing Manager
*P. Trudel, Nuclear Engineering Manager
J. Ward, Engineering and Modifications Manager

NRC Employees _

B. Wilson, Chief, DRP Branch 4
*P. Kellogg Chief, DRP Section 4A .

' Attended exit interview.

Other licensee employees contacted included control room operators. shif t
technical advisors, shift supervisors and other plant personnel.

Acronyms and initialisms used in this report are listed in the last paragraph.

On April 8, the resident inspectors met with the new Engineering and
Modifications Manager, Jerry Ward for an introductory discussion. The
Engineering and Modifications Manager reports directly to the Site Vice
President. This position had been vacant for over a year resulting in the
Nuclear Engineering Manager and the Modifications Manager reporting to the
Site Vice President. Mr. Ward who has been assigned to his new

_ ._. _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ -
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management position since April 6, provided some background information
on his experience. The residents provided some background information on
their perspective of Sequoyah Plant performance and both parties agreed to
maintain an ongoing professional dialogue with regard to plant issues.

On May 4 through May 6, the NRC Region 11 Section Chief, Paul J. KcIlogg
visited the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant. Mr. Kellogg toured the Unit 2
containment with inspectors and facility personnel after completion of
refueling / maintenance activities, toured the plant with inspectors, attended ;
the resident inspector monthly exit meeting, and met with licensee
management on various issues.

2. Plant Status

- Unit 1 began the inspection period in MODE 5 with maintenance in progress
to repair defects in the feedwater lines. Maintenance was completeo, and
the unit entered MODE 4 at 7:59 a.m. on April 14. Startup continued and
the unit entered MODE 3 at 8:48 a.m. on April 15, and MODE 2 at 9:57
p.m. on April 17. Startup was completed successfully and f 9 unit enterM
MODE 1 at 3:45 a.m. on April 18. Power ascension continued, and the unit
reached full power on April 22. The unit operated at full power until April
28 when an automatic reactor trip occurred. The trip is further discussed in
paragraph 3.f.(4). At 10:26 p.m. on April 29 with the unit in MODE 3, an -

,

inadvertent Safety injection (SI) occurred when the steam dump valves failed
open. The SI shut the MSIVs and terminated the excess steam demand.
The Si is further discussed in paragraph 3.f.(5). Following repairs to correct .

problems causing the reactor trip and the SI, Unit 1 entered MODE 2 at 5:42
p.m. on May 2. At the end of the inspection period, Unit 1 was in MODE 1
at approximately full power.

Unit 2 began the inspection period in day 25 of the Cycle 5 refueling outage
with all fuel removed from the vessel, and regularly scheduled outage
maintenance activities in progress. On April 11, the unit entered MODE 6,
and fuel reload began. Refueling of the reactor was completed on April 13.
From April 18 until April 22 the reactor vessel was drained to midloop level
for maintenance. This reduced inventory operation is further discussed in
paragraph 3.g. The reactor head was installed, and the unit entered MODE
5 at 1:17 a.m. on April 20. After completion of RCS sweeps and vents, a
CILRT was conducted between April 27 and 29. At the end of the
inspection period, Unit 2 was in MODE 5 with scheduled outage,

maintenance continuing,

d
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3. Operational Safety Verification (71707)

a. Daily inspections

The inspectors conducted daily inspections in the following areas:
control room staffing, access, and operator behavior; operator
adherence to approved procedures, TS, and LCOs; examination of
pariels containing instrumentation and other reactor protection system
elements to determine that required channels are operable; and review
of control room operator logs, operating orders, plant deviation
reports, tagout logs, temporary modification logs, and tags on
components to verify compliance with approved procedures. The
inspectors also routinely accompanied plant managernent on plant
tours and observed the offectiveness of management's influence on
activities being performed by plant personnel.

On April 13, during a routino control room tour, the inspectors
identified that the handswitch for the L-B ERCW pump
(0-HS-67-440A) was in the pull-to-lock position. No configuration
control tags were on the switch. The inspectors questioned operators
as to why the condition existed, and operators could not initially
identify a specific reason. The handswitch was returned to the
automatic position by the operators and the inspector verified
compliance with the applicable TS for the pull-to-lock condition. Later
the same day, the inspectors were informed that the L-B pump had
been taken out of service on April 9, due to a electrical maintenance
request. PM 1227 and PM 1766 were both performed later on April
10 under hold order HO-1-92-426. The PMs involsed electrical
checkout and oil sampling the subject pump.

As a result of the identification by the inspectors, PER SOPER920149
was initiated to resolve what, if any, controls were in place to return
the pump back to an operable condition. This issue was still being
reviewed by the licensee when the inspection period onded.

The inspectors considered that during shift turnover operator rounds,
operators did not appear to have properly questioned the reason for
the pump being out of service. 2-PI-OPS-000-023.2, MODES 5-6
CONTROL ROOM UO DUTY STATION TURNOVER SYSTEM STATUS
CHECKLIST, Revision 1, Attachment 1, which the operators utilize for
control room panel walkdowns, indicated that operators were aware
of the pull-to-lock condition. However, the reason for the activity was
not appropriately pursued. This was further exhibited by a lack of
operator knowledge of any ongoing maintenance activity or the status

. _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ -
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of the L-B pumps when questioned by the inspectors. The inspectors
considered this condition to be a weakness with regard to attention to
detail in the operator shift turnover process,

b. Weekly inspections

The inspectors conducted weekly inspections in the following areac:
operability verification of selected ESF systems by valve alignment,
breaker positions, condition of equipment or component, and
operability of instr _ mentation and support items essential to system
actuation or performance. Plant tours were conducted which included

_

observation of general plant / equipment conditions, fire protection and
preventative measures, control of activities in orogress, radiation
protection controls, missile hazards, and plant housekeeping
conditions / cleanliness.

c. Biweekly inspections

The inspectors conducted biweekly inspections in the following areas:
verification review and walkdown of safety-related tagouts in effect;
review of the sampling program (e.g., primary and secondary coolant
samples, boric acid tank samples, plant liquid and gaseous samples);
observation of control room shift turnover; review of implementation
and use of the plan, corrective action program; verification of selected
portions of containment isolation lineups; and verification that notices
to workers are posted as required by 10 CF319.

~

(1) On April 8, the inspectors learned of a discovery of an
inadvertently opened valve on a level transmitter for the Unit 2
RWST (2-LT-63-52). While inspecting Unit 2 RWST level
transmitters for corrosion, technicians found that water was
coming out of a disconnected sensing line to the transmitters.
The technicians immediately shut the root valve for the line to
stop the leak. The leak allowed contaminated water from the
RWST to flow into the retaining moat around the tank and fill it
to approximately 3 inches (8 cm) deep. Licensee investigations
revealed no apparent reason for the inadvertent opening of the
valve. The valve had been shut when work began on the
transmitters on April 4, and noted shut again on April 6, when
other work was performed in the area. During investigations,
the licensee initiated a PER to resolve a problem discovered on
the delineation of responsibility for the operation of this valve,
and similar valvos, between the operations and instrument
maintenance departments. Inspectors reviewed the subject

|
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PER, and concluded that more information was needed to
understand the possible causes of the event and the corrective
actions which would be taken to prevent recurrence, At the
end of the inspection period, inspectors were continuing to
discuss this event and its corrective action with facility
management. This issue is identified as an Unresolved item
(327, 328/92-11-01), determination of root cause and
corrective actions for a configuration control problem identified
when a RWST levelinstrument isolation valve was found open.

(2) On April 15, the inspectors were informed of a Unit 2 evolution,
in which an undete mined amount of water from the Unit 2
RWST was inadvertently drained into the reactor cavity and
vessel. The event occurred while work was in progress to
lower the reactor head after refueling, and operations personnel
were making verifications for the final head set. With the
reactor head suspended approximately two feet (0.6 m) above
the flange and vessellevel at approximately elevation 701 feet
(210 m) (by control room indication), water was observed
draining out of the sparger located inside the reactor cavity,
along the wall. The sparger is normally utilized during refueling
to add refueling water to the refueling cavity. Three personnel
working in the area of the reactor vessel flange were sprayed
by the water; however, no personnel contaminations occurred.
After the water flow was observed, radiological control
personnel evacuated the affected area, and the SRO in charge
at the refueling floor directed the head be raised to a safe

_

location. A small portion of the reactor head was Wetted and
the licensee took actions to clean the wetted areas after the
RWST water was secured. The head set was then completed.

' The levelin the reactor vessel was determined to have risen
approximately 3 to 4 inches (8 to 10 cm) as a result of the
event.

The licensee immediately began an event investiguion to
determine the cause of the event. In .ial evaluation indicated
that the spent fuel pit coolant system was being aligned to
facilitate activities for draining the reactor refueling cavity to
the RWST. Due to poor coordination of the activity, inadequate
operator turnover, and a failure to follow procedures, at least
three valves in the flowpath were left open when required to be
shut. The evolution was poorly coordinated in that several
different evolution checklists were m progress simultaneously,
and signatures for verifying valve positions were bein0

|
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trans.crred between the checklists without operators actually -
verifying _the system's valve positions. Additionally, operators
involved falied to make a detailed turnover, and failed to
complete all steps in the proceduro checklists in use,

immediate licensee corrective actions included operations
personnel sampling numerous system lineups and QA
independent sampling for accuracy. The results of these
samplings supported the conclusion that this loss of
configuration control was limited to the Spont Fuel Pit Coolant
System. Inspectors monitored licensee action and conf'.rmed
that an adequate verification of system configurations nas
accomplished.

The inspectors also reviewed the procedure, SOI-78.1, SPENT
FUEL PIT COOLANT SYSTEM, Revision 41 which was in use at
the time of the event. SOI-78.1, Part G provides requirements
for dowatering the reactor refueling canal. Step G.IV. A.2
requires verification that valvo checklist 78.1G 1 was
completed. This step was verified as completed prior to
performance of draining evolutions. However, during review of
the completed valve checklist 78.1G-1, the inspectors noted
that valve position verifications were incomplete in that-more
than 20 verifications had not been initialed by operators. This
incomplete valve lineup directly resu|ted in a system aligriment
which allowed the Unit 2 RWST to gravity feed back to the
sparger in the refueling cavity. Licensee investigations into the
event to determine the root cause were _ ongoing at the end of
the inspection period.

The inspectors reviewed t" event with regard to TS 6.8.1,
Al-30, NUCLEAR PLANT JDUCT OF OPERATION, Revision
36, and Al-58, MAINTAc 4G COGNIZANCE OF OPERATION
STATUS - CONFIGURAl N STATUS CONTROL, Revision 19.

L TS 6.8.1 requires, in part, that written procedures shall be
L established, implemented, and maintained; which includes

procedures for con 5 uration control. Al-30, section 7.0 -9
implements assignments of responsibility for all levels of

| -- . licensed and non-licensed operators.- The Al requires, in part, .

||
that correct performance of operating activities are

| accomplished including operational compliance with
L instructions. Al-58, section 4.1, requires, in part that all levels
L - of licensed and non-licensed operators are responsible for

ensuring that configuration control is maintained; however,

i

|
,
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4 Ab58 did not specifically Idon'ify configuration control
requiremonts for the Spont Fuol Pit Coolant System, the system
involved in the event, during MODES 5 and 6. Contrary to
these requiromonts, tho operators failed to properly uso
proceduro sol 78.1 and, as a result, failed to maintain
configuration control for the spent fuel pit coolant system. This
is identiflod as a violation of TS G.8.1 for failure tn provido for'

and/or follow procedures which are used to maintain
configuration control (328/921102).

The inspectors also noted that configuration control problems
woro provlously identified by the NRC in inspuction Roport t

92-02e in that report, a non cited violation was identiflod for
'

failure to control a normally locked primary water valvo in a
locked configuration. The licensoo hr.d inadequately controlled
system configuration via the same procedure utilized in the
curront event (SOh78.1).

d. Other Inspection Activitios

inspection areas included the turMno building; diosol generator
building; ERCW pumphouse; protected area yard; control room; Unit 1
and 2 containments; vital G.9 KV shutdown board rooms,480 v
br(inor and battery rooms; ouxiliary building areas including all
accos.-ibio sofoty-related pump and heat exchanger rooms. RCS leak

'

ratos woro reviewod to ensure that dotected or suspected leakago
from the systt u was recorded, investigated, and ovaluated; and that
aopropriato anions wore taken, if required. The inspectors routinely
independently calculated RCS leak rates using tlio NRC RCS leak rato
computer program specifically formattod for Soquoyah. RWPs were
rmi3wed, and specific work activitios woro monitored to assure they
woro bolrg accomplished por the RWPs. Selected radiation protection

-instruments woro periodically chocked, and equipment operability and
calibration frequenclos woro verified.

On April 10, an incident occurred whoro a SG shot pooning hoso
sprayed contaminated SG shot materialinto the Unit 2 containment
building. Two workors woro externally contaminated, and throo
workers roccived minor uptakes of internal contamination.- The facility -
investigated the incident and concluded that the causo wa the
impropor starting of SG shot equipment during the troubleshooting of
an equipment problem. While troubleshooting, operators incorrectly
turned on the shot penning eqwit with the end probo of the hoso
exposod, spraying the shot matoom outside the SG tubos, The facility

_ . . . . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . , ._.-__ _ _ _ . _ _ _ , . . , _,_-
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initiated procochro chang s anti reviewod the incident with personnel)

involved. Shot peoning was subsequently completed without further
r contamination intidents. Also, because of soveral other minor

L personnt;l errors during the same time framo, tho f acility stopped all
containment worn for a half-day to allow supervisors timo to reviewe

this and other incidets with outago personnel throughout the plant
This incident is also discussed in inspection Report 92-13. The

i inspectors considered licensoo action in responso to the incident to be
appropriato.

o. Physical Security Program inspections

In the course of the monthly activities, the inspectors included a
review of the licensco's physical security program. The performanco
of various shifts of the security force was observed in the conduct of
daily activitios to includo: protected and vital area access controls;
scarching of personnel and packagos; escorting of visitors; badg0
issuanco and retrieval; and patrols and compensatory posts, in
addition, the inspectors observed protected area lighting, and
protected and vital arcan barrior integrity.

f. Licensco NRC Notifications,

(1) On April 14, the liconsoo made a < a 4 ho NRC as required by
10 CFR 50.72 concern:ng the dmo me that the Unit 2, loop 3
MSCV, would not closa during N4 6 inspections. The
licensoo identified that a packing stud was intorforing with the
swing arm proventing tho arm and disc from being able to closo
without bonding the stud. Tno licensoo immodlately verified, by
visualinspection, that the Unit 1 MSCVs appeared to be
unrestrictod. Unit 1 was in MODE 5 at the discovery of the
ovent, and was preparing to ontor MODE 4 and above
operational MODES The MSCVs are required to be oporable in
MODES 1, 2, and 3. This event, apparent root ceaso, and
licensoo co- No actions, are further discussed in paragraph
4.d of thi n art.

(2) On April 14, the licensoo mado a call to the NRC as required by
.

-- -10 CFR 50.72 concerning an inadvertent ESF actuation. With
Unit 2 in MODE 6, a CVI occurred when the power supply
breaker to containment radiation monitor 2-RM 90106
opened / tripped and intorrupted power to the monitor. The loss
of power caused the output from the rnonitor to fail high to
make up the CVI initiation logic. The licansoo investigated this

_ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ __._ _ __._ _ _ _ _ __ _ ..___.. _ _ .._ _ . _ __._ _
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ovent (paragraph 6.b), and could not find any problems with the
breaker, or any other apparent causos. The monitor was
subsequently returned to service.

(3) On April 16, the liconroo modo a cali to the NRC as required by
10 CFR 50.72 concerning the discovory of a degradod safoty
condition found whilo shutdown. The licensoo identified that
an operational problem had boon identified in the intorfacing
circuitry for the MDAFW pump breakers and AMSAC. An
invostigation into the cause of problems identified during
simulator training revoaled that for certain plant conditions, an

_

inadvertent AMSAC initiation might inhibit breaker operation for
six minutos during a loss of offsito power. This was due to the
way the AMSAC start signal was designed and installed into
the MDAFW pump oroakor circuitry, which would cause
actuation of the anti pumping relay during a subsequent loss of
offsito power. This anti pumping rolay would provent the
breaker frorn shutting when automatic EDG toad sequencing
occurred until the AMSAC signal was discontinued six minutos
after initiation. If such a situation was coincident with a failure
of the TDAFW pump, a total loss of foodwater could occur.

At tho time of the discovery, both units woro shutdown.
Hcwever, a plant startup was in progress on Unit 1. The
licensoo imposed a 40% limit on Unit 1 power until
modifications could be made to the AMSAC circuitry. The
inspectors considorod this action adoquato sinco the AMSAC
system is not onabled until power is greator than 40% Tho
licensoo completoa the modifications on April 21, and power

4

ascension continued. The licensco planned to imp |oment
i

modifications to Unit 2 prior to MODE 3 ontry.
.

The licensoo conducted an incident investigation (ll-S 92-038)
into the cause of the incorrect wiring. The licensoo concluded
that during the ongmooring design of the chango to install the
AMSAC system, intordisciplinary design review was inadoquate
to identify and correct the problem. During 1985, when the
design was issued, the facility did not have formal proceduros

'

requiring interdisciplinary reviews. Those requirements woro
established in 1986, and additional engineering reviuw controls
have boon added in later years. In addition to hardwiro
modifications, licensoo correctivo actions included a review of
this incident with engineering personnel to stress the
importanco of interdisciplinary design reviews, and a check of
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five other engincoring changos from the same timo framo which '

may havo missed such a review. Inspectors considered that
licensoo investigations and correctivo J .tlons woro adequato.

(4) On April 28, the licensoo mado a call to the NRC as required by
'10 CFR 50.72 concerning a trip of the Unit 1 reactor from 100

porcont power. The reactor trip was caused by a i

turbino/gonorator trip. Following the trip, all systems
functioned normally and the unit stabilized in MODE 3 at normal

,

temperature and pressure. Facility investigations revealed that
the cause of the turbino/gonorator trip was iho failuro of a
sudden overprossure relay on the 18 main transformer. The
relay causod a ground on tho 250 VDC control circuit power
supply, which actuated a "186C" protectivo relay to open the
generator output breakors. Eightoon seconds lator, the rolay
initiated a main transformor overpressure signal, which thol

'

directly Initiated a main gonorator/turbino trip. The licensoo's
post trip review is further discussed in paragraph 6.c of this'

report.

(5) On April 29, the licensoo mado a call to the NRC as required by
10 CFR 50.72 concerning a Unit 1 SI whilo in MODE 2. The
unit was preparing for startup followirg a roector trip
(paragraph 3.f.(4); when the controllor circuitry for tho steam
dump valvos appeared to havo fallod. The steam dump valvos
then fully opened, and a suddon drop in steam lino pressure
occurred. The sudden drop in pressure caused the
rato sonsitivo low steam lino pressure Si to actuato. The Si
signal also sht:+ the MSIVs to terminate the excess steam
domand. The transient lasted approximately four seconds,
'during which RCS temperature decreased from 547 to 538 F
(286 to 281 C), and RCS pressure decreased from 2230 psig

'

to 2170 psig (15.37 to 14.95 MPa). Shutdown rods woro
withdrawn prior to the SI Initiation, and tripped into the core
when the reactor tripped as a result of the SI signal. All safety
systems performed as designed, and approximately 2300
gal |ons (8694 liters) of RWST water were injected into the
RCS. Operators ontored Emergency Procedures and declared a
NOUE in accordance with the Emorgency Plan. After
datormination of the cause of the event, operators secured and
roset all ESF components. The NOUE was oxited at
approximately 3:30 a.m. On April 30. The licensoo convened n
incident investigation team to review this event. The initial

- - . . _ . . _.____ __. __ _ _ -_ __ _ _ _ _ .~. - --_ .._._ , --
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team report was mado to the plant safety committoo on May 1,
and is further discussed in para 0raph 6.c of this report.

(6) On May 3, the licensoo mado a call to tho NRC as required by
TS 3.7.11.1 action statomont b.2.a) concerning entry mto the
action statomonts for TS 3.7.11.1 and 3.7.11.4 due to a look
in tho main High Pressuro Firo Protection yard piping. The
licensoo took immediato correctivo actions to establish backup
fire protection systems, and initiato repairs to the faulted
hoador. At the end of the inspection period, licensco
investigations woro ongoing into the cause and long term

_

correctivo actions for the ovent. The licensco will mako a
report on the causo and correctivo actions to the NRC within 14
days of the event as inquired by TS.

g. Roduced Inventory Conditions Unit 2

Unit 2 ontored reduced !nventory conditions on April 18, in order to
removo SG nozzlo dams and completo repair to check valvo 63 559.
The nozzlo dams had Soon installed earlier during operations with fuel
removod from the vossol. RCS lovel was increased out of reduced
inventory condition approximately 77 hours lator. Prior to entry into a
reduced inventory condition, the inspectors conducted a review of the
licensoo's responses and implomonted actions with regard to the
requirerr.onts of Generic Lotter 8817, Loss of Decay Heat Removal.
No discropancies woro noted during the ovaluation. The specific
items reviewed before and during reduced inventory operation woro: !
- Genoric Lottor 88-17 - The inspectors reviewed the subject

letter including the licensoo's responso to the lettor dated
January 6,1989 with supplomontal responses dated,

January 25, February 2, and August 12,1989.

- Administrativo Controls - The inspectnrs monitored licensco
meetings which reviewed the sequence of events for placing
the unit in a reduced inventory condition and discussed controls

'

and procedures in offect to establish reduced inventory
operation with Operations and Plant Management. Cporators
roccived refresher trainin0 on GL 80-17 phenomena based on
past ovents within the last throo months. The inspectors noted
that operations shift turnover briefings focusod on operator
preparations for reduced inventory operations soveral days
before entering into the reduced inventory condition.

_
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Containment Closuro Activity The licensoo's proccdures-

requito that the status of the containment configuration bo
'

established and verified prior to ontoring a reduced inventory
condition. The inspectors reviewed technicalinstruction
0 TI 0XX 0G8 001.0, BREACHING CONTAINMENT OR THE
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM DURING REDUCED INVENTORY
OR MID LOOP, Revision 2. This proceduto provided controls
which specified containment closure actions and allowod for
datormination of tirnos which containment closure actions and
allowed for dotormination of timos which containment closuro
must be accomplished. The inspectors verified that the Tl was
being proporly imptomonted.

L RCS Temperaturo The licensoo's procodutos provido for at-

least .wo incoro thormocouplos to be maintained availablo as
long as possiblo wh , ', a reduced inventory condition. The

,

inspectors noted that ~ 0 TI-0XX-008 001.0 requires that two
o'.< it thermocouplos must be connected when the head is on the
vossol with visible and audiblo alarms in the main control room.
The inspectors vorified that exit thormocouples woro operablo
during reduced inventory operation. During a porlod where an
alarm wcs not availablo, the licensoa adoquately componsated
by stationing a dodicated operator to monitor thermocouplo
indications.

RCS Lovel Indication - The licensoo committed to have at least-

two indopondent means of lovel indication operablo whilo in a
rcduced inventory condition, The inspectors datormined that
the licensoo had a sightglass monitored by a TV comora with
monitors in the control room, a liquid lovel gaugo with roadout
in the control room, and on ultrasonic level moasurement
system for midloop indication.' Yhe inspectors monitored actual
levelindications during reduced inventory condition, and. verified
operability and consistency between indications.

-

i RCS Porturbations - The licensoo has established controls to-

- minimizo RCS porturbations during reduced inventory oporation,
i. .Those controls are addressed in 0 TI-0XX 068 001.0, and

L require additional operational actions in accordance with their
| . daily requirements for reduced inventory operation. Tho
'

Inspectors reviewed those actions and considered that they-

,

implomonted appropriato control to minimizo RCS porturbation
. during reduced inventory operation. -

.
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.
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- RCS Inventory Addition - The licensco requitos that a minimum -

of any two of five water supply sources ('A' or 'B' charging
purnps, 'A' or 'B' Si pumps, or gravity food from the RWST
through the RHR suction lino to the RCS #4 hot log) be
availablo during reduced inventory operation. The inspectors
verified that charging pumps and gravity food were available to

,

perform this function. i

i

Nozzio Dams + The licensoo uses nozzio dams during inspection.

and repair of stcam cohorator tubos during refueling outago
porlods. The nozzlo dams woro installed after the reactor vossol
was dofueled. During reduced inventory operation with nozzlo
darns installed, the licensoo had established a vont path through
the pressurizar via throo openings whoro code safoty valvos had
boon removed. This oponing has boon datorminod to be
adoquate based on the requirements of 0 TI 0XX-068-001.0.
The inspectors verified that those vont paths woro maintainod
during reduced inventory operations.

Contingoney Plans to Repower Vital Bussos - The licensoo-

placos control on evolutions which would affect switchyard
,

activities in accordancn with NS MI-114, INSTRUCTIONS FOR
ACCESS TO TPE SWITCHYARD DURING MID LOOP, Revision
1. The inspectors verified that no work took place in the
switchyard during midloop operations. In addition, the
inspectors reviewod the electrical power alignments for roouced
inventory operation and datormined that all omergency diosol
generators woro operable and that all normal offsite power
alignments were in offect and availabio.

The inspectors observcd that licensoo management established a now
'

method for oversight of shif t uporations during the midloop ovolution.
During the entire duration, a senior plant manager.was assignud to
monitor senior shift operators. The manager served to ensure that
midloop work was being officiently coordinated and that procedural

,

"

requirements.woro being correctly imptomonted. The inspectors
consider that |:censoo preparation and control of reduced inventory
operations was accomplished in an excellent manner and was

-considered to.bo a continuing strength in this area.

The inspectors observed a problem in work scopo planning for the
midloop period. The licensoa made a risk-based decision early in tne
outage to defer work on check valve 63-559 from the coro empty
midloop period until the midloop period following refueling. The initial

-. . - - . - . - . -. --w -- - -- -. - - , . -
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estimatos of soveral hours of extension in the timo required for
midloop operations to accommcdato this work turned out to bo
inaccurato. The work on 63-559 actually extended the midloop period
by approximately one and one half days beyond the original outago
schedulo. A more accurato initial estimato of work scopo would have
allowed licensoo managoment better information to possibly choose
other alternatives.

h. Outago Functional Area Reviews

During this inspection parlod, the inspectors focused on review of
,

licensoo performanco during the middio portion of the Unit 2 Cyclo 5
refueling outogo 8n soveral functional areas. The following
conclusions woro reached during this period:

Operations - Operator response to the Unit 1 reactor "lp, safoty
injection, and subsequent restart was very good. Operator
performance for the Unit 1 forced and Unit 2 planned outage activities
declined, as demonstrated by, the problem in the Spont Fuol Pit
Coolant System configuration control (paragraph 3.c.(2)); a lack of
attontion to detail was noted with togard to the configuration control
of an ERCW pump handswitch (paragraph 3.0); and in the oporation of
tho 2A A EDG (paragraph 5.a).

t

Radiological Controlc Performanco in this area continues to be
improved with rogud to similar evolutions performed during the Unit 1
Cyclo 5 refueling outage. Performanco for the steam generator oddy
curront/ shot peoning worki which was completed during this period
showed significant improvement and resulted in a person-rom
exponditure well below projected doso. However, some ponr work-
practicos resulted in additional doso and personnel contaminations.
Two of those activities woro the release of contaminated water into . '

the Unit 2 RWST moat (paragraph 3.c.(1)), and the release of SG shot
into the lower containment area (paragraph 3.d). Cumulative

,

exposure and personal contamination ro' 7ts remained well under'

proplanned radiological controls outago goals at the end of the

L
inspoction period.

!. _ Maintenance / Surveillance - Outage and surveillanco activities -

| associated with the Unit 2 Cyclo 5 refueling outago continued to
generally be accomplished in accordance with the schedule. The as
left containment integrated leak rate test appeared to be accomplishel
in a satisfactory manner. However, maintenanco projections for the
timo required to repair chock valvo 63 559 gavo inaccurato

.

.
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information to management which was then used as a basis for a i

decision to defor the work to the post refueling midloop oporations
period. Also, a problem was noted in FME controls which resulted in
an inflatable pipo plug being discovered in the Unit 2 RCS hot log
(paragraph 4.e).

:.

Eng!ncoring/ Technical Support - Overall enginenring and technical
support for outage activitics continued to be good. However, an !

'

ovent involving Unit 2 Main Steam check valvos (paragraph 4.d)
indicated a lack of attention to detail during past outages by
enginoo ing and/or maintenanco personnel with regard to the os lef t
configuration after maintenanco activities associated with the chock
valvo packing glands.

Safoty Assessment /Ouality Verification - Accountability for outago
activities at lower management lovels continues to bo good.
However, senior management attention was still warranted in order to ;

instill attontion to detal: at lower supervisory lovels and among craft 6

ipersonnel. Thir observation was based on the events which continuo
to occur, including those discussed in paragraphs 3,4, and 5,

Within tho areas inspected, ono violation was identified.

4. Maintenanco inspections (62703 & 42700)

During the reporting parlod, the inspectors reviewed maintenanco activities
to assure complianco with the appropriato procedurcs and requirements,
inspectic' areas included the following:

a. Throughout the inspection period, inspectors monitored licenson
maintenance activitios ossociated with the resolution of probloms
discovered in the leo condonsor of both units. The problems
consisted primarily of floor slab movement due to ice formation below
the floor. _Thoso problems and the associated Confirmation of_ Action .

Letter (CAL) dated March 23 woro discussed in Inspection Reports
,

92-06 and 92-10. In accordance with item 4 of the CAL, on April 3
the ',,,:ility presented their completed action on items 1, 2, and 3 of
the CAL at a meeting with NRC management. On April 13, the
licensoo informed the NRC that all commitments of the CAL had boon
completed. Af ter conferring with NRR and the staff, the Regional

-

t.dministrator released the licensoo from the CAL. Inspectors ontored
the Unit 1 ico condonsor and verified the completion of actions
required prior to return to power operation. The inspectors observed

,

- the installation of a monitoring system to dotect any possible future

- . . . . - . . . . - . . . - . . = . - - - _ - . - - . _ . - - - . . . - - - -. , :
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movement of the floor of tho ico condensor whilo the units are at !

power. As of the end of the inspection period, the licensoo had |
;detected slight upward floor movement, and woro contiriuing to

monitor this condition. No limits requiring action had boon reached. :
'

The inspectors considor that licensco correctivo actions were
adoquato to close out this CAL.

b. From the beginning of the inspection period through April 26,
inspectors monitored licensoo activitios associated with the repair of
dofocts in the food water transition plocos for all SGs on both unitu.
Thoso problems woro discussed in inspection Reports 92 06 and .

92 09. Repairs were completed to Unit 1 food lines on April 13, and
to Unit 2 food linos on April 26.

c. On April 10, licensoo inspections revealed an itom of foreign material
in the Unit 2 loop 3 hot log of the RCS investigations revealed the
object to bo a 4 inch (10 cm) inflatable pipo plug with chain and ring ,

attached. The licensoo conducted an investigation (paraDraph 6.b) ;

and concluded that the plug had boon left in the RHR disch' 'o piping'

after work had boon parformod on check valvo 2-63-644. a valve
had boon worked to correct problems found in the souting iface by

-contractor personnel. The liconsoo concludod that the cause of
loaving the plug in the piping was a combination of poor control of

'

contract services and impropor use of configuration and foreign
'

material exclusion logs. Licensoo correctivo actions included training
on contractor control proceduros, and revisions to proceduros to more

,

clearly specify how pipo plug removal was to be ensured after work
completion. The inspectors considered that licensoo investigation and
correctivo actions were appropriate. '

Inspectors reviewod TS 6.8.1 and SSP-12.8, FOREIGN MATERIAL
EXCLUSION, Rovision 1, in regard to the incident. -TS 6.8.1 requiros, ,

,

in part, that procedures be established and followed to control

[1 maintenance practicos. SSP-12.8 imptomonts TS 6.8.1 in that
Paragraph 4.3.1 requires, in part, that the FME Control Monitor for the
work onsure that all material is accounted for prior to closine tho-
system or component, using (SSP-12.8) Appendix B (FME
Accountability Log). Contrary to this requiremont, prior to closing the
system, the FME Control Monitor for the work did not resolve the fact
that the Appendix B (Accountability Log)in uso clearly showod the
pipo plug romalning in the work zone. This is identified as a violation .

of TS 6.8.1, in that SSP-12.8 was not followed for proper control of
FME in performing repairs to valvo 2 63-644 (328/92-11-03). This

j

violation will not bo subject to enforcement action because tho
I

l'

|
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licensoo's efforto in idol.afying and correctin0 the violation moet the
critoria specified in Section Vll.B of the Enforcement Policy.

I
d. On April 14, the inspectors woro inform:d of a condition on Unit 2 in -

which the loop 3 MSCV could not be closed during MODE 6 |
inspections of the valvo. The valvo could not be closed duo to a i

packing retainer stud extendin0 to a point whero it obstructed the
movement of the external counterweight swing arm of the affected
chock valvo (2-VLV-1625). The condition was discovered during ,

augmented inspections of the Unit 2 MSCVs which woro required due ,

to problems identified with the Unit 1 MSCVs in October 1991. In
order to close the valvo, personnel had to dislodge the packing stud

.

!from the swin0 arm with a stodge hammer blow, in addition, the
valvo's cottor pin and washer arrangomont on the end of the check
hingo was found to be missin0

The inspectors questioned the licensco on tho applicability of the
problem to Unit 1, which was, at the timo, preparing to ontor modos
of operation whero the valvos would be required to function. System
engincorin0 performed an ovaluation which concluded that there was
no potential for interforence on the Unit 1 MSCVs based on toleranco

_

measuromonts taken and discussions with the valva's vendor
(Atwood Morrill). The inspectors reviewod the licensco's conclusions,
and visually inspected the one stuck MSCV and all other MSCVs for

"

both units. The inspectors confirmed the licensoo's findlags that the
problem was isolated to the one Unit 2 MSCV, end that adoquate
cloacances appeared to exist on all of the Unit 1 valves.

The licensoo initiatoC an ovent investigation (ll-S-92-035) to datormino
the root cause of the problem. At the end of the assessmont period,
the licenson's investigation was still ongoing, initial conclusions
indicated that close, as lef t tolerances following replacement of the
subject packing stud lod to the loss of the installed cotter pin and
washer and ultimately the inability of the valvo to close without

,

i assistanco. The inspectors agrood with the draft conclusions of the ll;
| however, the root cause of the ovent will be further ovaluated during

the PERP on the event. The inspectors did conclude that this event'

was indicativo of a lack of attention to detail during past outages by;

; - onginacring and/or maintenanco personnel af ter maintenance activities
on the satoty-related chock valves.

Within the areas inspected, ono non cited violation was identified,

l
_. __ . . . _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ ..
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5. Survoillanco inspections (61726 & 42700)

During the reporting period, the inspectors reviewod various surveillance
activitios to assura compliance with the appropriato proceduro- 'nd
requiromonts, inspection areas included the following:

a. On April 15, tho inspectors monitored portions of control room
activities related to 2-SI-OPS 082-007.A, ELECTRICAL POWER
SYSTEM DIESEL GENERATOR 2A-A, Revision 1. The scheduled SI
was conducted for the 2A-A EDG and included a non ambient start,
gradualloadin0, and one hour run. Communications betwoon the
control room operator and local EDG operator woro good and ,

pacedoro complianco during the observed activitios was well
cu dinated.

,

Ono examplo of oporator inattention to detail was observed; however,
during the gradualloading of the diosol. In secthn 6.2, stop 14, of
the proceduro, the control room operator is required to run the unit to
approximately 1 MW and then allow for stabilization for five minutos

:'oro raising MWs again. By proceduro, the operator tried to raiso
MWs b. ?ctuating 0 HS 82 73, the spood controllor for the unit.
After app-~lmately 15 to 20 seconds, the operator did not roccivo
any !ndication on the unit MW gago 0-El-82-70A. The operator then
tapped the gago and observed the MW indication rise to at least 4
MW. Tho operator immediately began lowering the spood controllor
and stabilized the unit at approximately 1 MW. The inspoctors >

attributed the unintentional MW increase to operator inattention to
dotall with rogard to the EDG system's expected respont as.

b. On April 21, the inspectors monitored licensco completion of
0-PI-SXX 000 022.0, CAtlORMETRIC CALCULATIONS, Revision 3.
Unit 1 was at 98% power at the timo, and the test was being ,

performed primarily to update the AT, values in the Eagio 21
protection system following RTD calioration. The test appeared to be
well planned and executed. The licensoo had established good

'

procedures for ensuring that the required secondary parameters woro
measured accurately and rollably, inspectors reviewed the licensee's

. procedures, collocted data, and calculations. The licensoo generally
usos detailed and well refined techniques to ensure that the final- ,

! caliormotric values are as accurate as possible. The inspectors did
find one minor error in the calculations which was corrected by the
licensoo. A foodwater pressure value used for calculations was taken
from the last data point on the data shoot instead of using the average

;

|

,

|
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of all collected data. This error had litt!o effect un the final
calculation.

c. On April 28 and 29, the inspectors monitored licensoc actions during
performance of surveillance instruction 2-SI-SLT-088- 156.0,
CONTAINMENT INTEGRATED LEAK RATE TEST, Revision O. The
purpose of the instruction was to provide detailed steps to
demonstrate the continuing leaktight integrity of the Unit 2 reactor
buildin0 primary containment. The inspectors monitored licensec
actions associated with compilation of data, and evaluation of
information which could have provided erroneous information. To

_

onsurc the test was froo from probicms, the licensco assigned a senior
manager for test oversight and assisting with coordination betwoon
the various organizations involved in the test. Preliminary results of
the test indicated that acceptanco critoria were mot for the as lef t
condition. The inspectors also discussed test results with engineering
personnel and concluded that test results appeared to bo satisfactory.
The licensco will submit the final test results to the NRC as required
within the next 90 days.

Within the areas inspected, no violations were identified.

6. Evaluation of Licensco Solt-Assessmnnt Capability (40500)

During this inspection period, selected reviews were conducted of the
licenseo's ongoing self-assessment programs in order to evaluate the
effectiveness of those programs. The inspectors specifically focused on

~

several of the licensoc's incident investigations during the inspection period.
,

a. On April 15, the inspechts attended a licensoo PERP mooting on
incident investigation Il-S-92-031. The issuo involved a failure to
revoko a S-1 medical clearance, which resulted in the potential for an
unqualified employco to access to protected / vital areas. The
employco's S-1 medical clearance was invalid duo to a medical
problem which was identified to the licensoo on March 5. However,
due to a communications problem betwoon the group knowledgeable
of the problem and the medical doctor who pulls the G-1 clearanco,
the employou had the potential to access protectt 1 and vital areas,
althou0h no actual access occurred. The team datormined that a 'ack
of procedure controls and informal communication woro root auses
for the event. Management was noted to expand correctivo actions
to include periodic audit by the QA organization and more frequent
inactive badge reviews by security. The inspectors considered that

- _ _ - _ _ _ _ - . __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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the 11 team adoquately addressed the ovent's root cause and potential
corrective actions.

b. On April 22, the inspectors attended a licensco PERP mooting on
Incident Investigation Il S-92-036. The issue involved the initiation of
a Unit 2 CVI due to a loss of power to a radiation monitor (paragraph
3.f.(2)). Licensoc investigation failed to reveal any conclusive causes

; for the opening of the breaker to the radiation mt nitor. Additional
testing for the breaker supplying the radiation monitor was identified
at the mooting, but the testing had not boon completed at the end of
-the inspection period.

;

At the same mooting, ll-S 92-34 was also discussed. The issuo
involved the discovery of forolgn material in the Unit 2 RCS loop 3 hot
log (paragraph 4.c). The licensoo concluded that the cause of leaving
the plug in the piping was a combination of poor control of contract
services, and improper uso of configuration control and FME logs.

_ _

The inspectors considorod that the 11 team adequately addressed the
root causes of both events and potential correctivo actions.

c. On April 29, 30 and May 1, the inspectors attended the licensoo post 1

trip review safoty committoo mootings which discussed the causo and
corrective actions for the Unit 1 reactor trip and Si events which
occurred on April 27 and 29 respectively.

The April 27 reactor trip was determined to be caused by a ground in
the sudden overpressure relay of the Unit 18 phaso main transformer.

,

The rclay caused an actuation of other relays resulting in a 100% load
rejection followed approximately 18 seconds later by a turbino
trip / reactor trip initiation. The reviews discussed the sequence of
ovents related to the reactor trip event including all primary
paramotors associated with the event. Corrective actions woro fully
discussed, and MODE rostraints were assigned to each.

>

The April 29 Si event was determined to be caused by a secondary
pressure transient resulting from a momentary actuation of all 12
stam dumps. The licensoo reviewed information from the event in
detail and concluded that the steam dump system had caused all
dumps to fully open without a valid initiating signal. The system was
inspected, but no problems we.ro found. The licensco then replaced
all portions of the system from the detector to the valves, except
installed wiring, inspectors'roviewed licensoo action and concluded '

,

?
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that the licensoo adequately investigated the event and took
appropriato action.

I

The inspectors considered that both the reactor trip and the SI |
incident investigation team reviews were through and comprehensivo. |

This review again demonstrated a continuing strength in the incident
'investigation process.

Within the areas inspected, no violations woro identified.

7. Licensoo Event Report Review (92700)
'

The inspectors reviewed the LERs listed below to ascertain whether NRC
reporting requiromonts woro boing mot and to evaluato initial adoquacy of |

'the correctivo actions. The inspector's review also included followup on
imptomontation of correctivo action and/or reviow of licensoo documentation
that all required correctivo action (s) woro olthor comploto or identified in the
licensee's program for tracking of outstanding actions,

a. (Closod) LER 327/91-21, Failure to Comply witn Technical
Specifications Because of the Dolotion of a Survoillanco Requirement
During a Proceduro Revision. This issue involved deletion of a TS
required surveillanco from a proceduro during revision in 1988 due to
personnel error. Correctivo actions includod raview of maintenanco
history for battery discharges to assure bottorios recolved appropriato
testing as required. Also, all related battery surveillance instructions
wora revised to require the subject testing. The inspectors verified
that the survoillance test instructions woro revised. The licensoo also
intends to pursue a routino TS chango to eliminate the TS
requirement. The inspectors verified that this chango was identified
for submittal in the licensoo's administrntivo process.

F

b. (Closed) LER 328/91-07,' Essential Raw Cooling Water Test
Connection Valvos Nocessary for Containment integrity Woro
Discovered to bo Partially Open for an Indotorminato Reason. This,

avont involved the finding of throo ERCW test connection valves opor
when they were required to be shut for containmont integrity. The
valves woro returned to the correct position, and the-importance of

1 the correct positioning of locked valvos was reviewed with operations
personnot. No specific cause for tho valvos being open was identiflod,

' and as a result, the licenso did not commit to any long term correctivo
actions.

.

|}
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c. (Closoci) LER 328/92 02, Limiting Condition for Operation 3.0.3 Entry
Because of Inoperablo Number 2 Cold Leg Accumulator Lovel
Indication. The event involved a technician's error in incorrectly
shorting across the loads of a bistablo card coung a loss of power to
numoraus control room Indications, including ths ,nly operablo
indi 'hn for number 2 cold log accumulator level. Licenson
correctivo action included immediato rostoration of power,
disciplinary action for the involved individuals, and a review of
periodic training noods.

Within the areas inspected, no violations woro identiflod.

8. Action on Previous inspection Findings (92701, 92702)

-_
a. (Closed) URI 327, 328/90 03-01, MOD Switching Affecting Control

-

Room Annunciators.- The issue involved observation of control room
annunciator alarrns by an inspector during switching oparations. A
CAOR (SOP 900042) was initiated to review this issue. The CAOR
identified the problem as electromagnetic interforence which was
induced on the annunciator bus by the MOD switching. The
inspectors reviewed the enrrectivo actions associated with the CAOR.
These actions included replacement of the annunciator system with a
now system which was designed to correct spurious alarm problems
duo to MOD induced EMI. Thr now system has boon replaced on Unit
1 and was being replaced on Unit 2 during this inspection period,

b. (Closed) VIO 327, 328/90-22 01, and VIO 327, 328/90-34-03,
Excoading Overtimo Limits On Numerous Occasions Without Proper
Authorization. This issue involved numerous occasions identified by
the NRC where facility personnel worked overtimo exceeding the
requirements of Al 30, NUCLEAR PLANT CONDUCT OF
OPERATIONS, without obtaining proper management approval.
Licensoa correctiu actions included revisions to controlling
procedurus, reviews with all sito personnel on precedural and TS
requirements, OA audits, and site vice president review of all overtimo
limitation exceptions. The inspectors reviewed the implomontation of
licent se commitments, and found that the licensce's corrective
actions had been implemented.

The inspectors reviewed the amount of overtime and the status of
overtime exemptions for operations personnel during the ongoing Unit
2 Cycle 5 outage. Payroll records for operations personnel for the
wook of March 23 were selected and reviewed, inspectors found that

,

_ _o
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the amount of overtimo was generally loss than those reported by
inspection Report 90 34. Those facts support statomonts by licensco
management that planning for the use of personnel during the Unit 2
Cycle 5 out ,3 is improved over past outages,

inspectors reviewed several Overtime Limitation Exception Reports for
operations personnel who had exceeded TS limits on the amount of
overtimo durin0 the wock of March 23. It was found that the reports
required when individuals exceeded the 72 hour in 7 days limit hac
been completed. However, for at least one individual, the reports
had been approved for exceeding the 72 hour in 7 days limit over a

_

wook later than the actual dates on which the excessive overtimo was
worked. Additionally, approval was not specifically granted for the
same individual to exceed the 24 hour in 48 hour liralt. This individual
was filling the critical position of refueling supervisor (SRO). Licensco

'
,

management investigated the problem cnd determined that a lack of
'

communication between shif t clerks and operations management had
resulted in a failure to closely track overtimo exemptions operations
personnel who lef t their normal shifts for outage support.
Management had planned and approved the overtimo, but the
respansibility to ensure the forms were filled out in advance was
misunderstood by the shift clerks. To piovent further
rnisunderstandings, the Operations Manager issued a memorandum to
shift clerks to more clearly defino their responsibilities.

The inspectors reviewed SSP-1.7, and found that it was weak in that
it did not clearly specify a requirement for the reports to be approved ;
in advanco. Interviews with licensco personnel confirmed that all
were aware that the intent of the procedure was to ensure that
overtimo cxemptions were bpproved in advance, in order to provent
possiblo futuro confusion on this issue, the licansco committed to
clarify SSP-1.7 in a futuro revision to specify the requirement for
exemptions to be approved in advance.

Inspectors also noted that several of the reports for personnel outside
the operations department had boon completed for more than throo
individuals simultaneously. Upon further investigation, it was learned
that sonior sito management had noted this problem and taken action
several weeks earlier for correction.

Within the arcas inspected, no violations were identified.

_ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ - _ _ _ -
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9. Exit Interview ,

.

The inspection scopo and results woro summarized on May 5, with thoso '

individuals identified by an astorisk in paragraph 1 above. The inspectors
described the areas inspected and discussed in detail the inspection findings
listed below. Although propriotary material was reviewed during the
inspection, proprietary information is not contained in thin report. Dissenting
comments were not roccived from the licensoo. ,

110m futrnt2cr Qqggjibed and Reference
.

327; 328/92-11-01 Unrosolved item in ngard to the
datormination of the rcot causo and,

| corrective actions for a cenfiguration

| control problem where an instrument
isolation valvo found open (paragraph'

3.c. (1 ))

328/92-11-02 Violation for failure to follow and/or
inadequate procedures resulting in a
loss of configuration control of the-
Spont Fuel Pit Coolant System
(paragraoh 3.c.(2))

328/92-11-03 Non-cited violation for failure to
maintain Reactor Coolant System .

foreign material exclusion controls
(paragraph 4.c)

Strengths and weaknesses summarized in the results paragraph were
discussed in detail.

Licensoo management was informed of the items closed in paragraphs 7
and 8,

10. List of Acronyms and initialisms

Al - Administrativo Instruction
AMSAC - ATWS (Anticipated Transient Without Scram) -

|- Mitigation System Actuation Circuitry
CAL - Confirmation of Action Lottor
CAOR - Condition Adverso to Quality Report
CFR - Code of Fodoral Regulations
CILRT - Containment integrated Leakago Rate Test

. _ _ _ . _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . . _._. _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ , _ . _ . . . _ _ _ . _ -
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CVI - Containment Ventilation isolation
DRP - Division of Reactor Projects
EDG - Emergency Diosel Generator
EMI - Electro magnotic Interforenco
ERCW - Essential Raw Cooling Water
ESF - Engincored Safoty Feature
FME - Foreign Material Exclusion
GL - Genoric Letter
HO - Hold Order
|| - incident Investigation
KV - Kilovolt
LC - Limiting Condition for Operation
LE - Licensoo Event Report :
MDAFW - Motor Driven Auxiliary Food Water |

MOD - Motor Operated Disconnect
MPa Mega Pascal
MSCV - Main Steam Chock Valve
MSIV - Main Steam isolation Valvo
MW - Mogawatts
NOUE - Notice of Unusual Event r

NRC - Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRR - Nuclear Reactor Regulation
PER - Problem Evaluation P.oport
PERP -- Plant Evaluation Review Panel
Pl - Periodic Instruction
PM - Periodic Maintenance
PSIG Pounds por Squaro Inch Gaugo <

OA - Quality Assurance
RCS - Reactor Coolant System
RHR - Residual Heat Removal

ERTD - Resistance Temperature Detector
RWP - Raniation Work Permit
RWST - Refueling Wator Storage Tank

-SG - Stoam Generator
SI - Survoillance Instruction
SOI . - System Operating Instructico
SRO - Senior Reactor Operator
SSP Sito Standard Practico
Tl - Test Instruction
TS - Technical Specifications
TVA Tennessee Valley Authority
URI - Unrosolved item
VDC - Volts Direct Current
VIO - Violation

.
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